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Klára Gizová’s thesis on gender socialization in Latin dancing in Czech Republic offers a 

valuable scholarly insight into the performance, socialization, representation, and perception 

of gender by dancers, coaches, and adjudicators within the culture of Czech dancesport. I 

identify many strengths of this work (mainly regarding thesis design, theory, methodology, 

analysis of data, and interpretation), in addition to some minor weaknesses, which I describe 

below. 

  The thesis design of this work is very effective and clear, as it also offers a 

particularly relevant research question regarding gender performance and gender 

representation in Czech dancesport. The student successfully correlates theory and 

methodology with the main research question, which enables her to develop pertinent analysis 

of data in her writing. Student’s incorporation and discussion of theory for this work is very 

extensive (she uses 85 bibliographical sources), and also appropriate for this work. The 

theoretical strength of the work is not only in the theoretical discussion in the introduction of 

the thesis (e.g., gender theory, and gender in Czech Republic), but also in how the student 

correlates her analytical points with further theoretical observations throughout the chapters. 

Furthermore, Gizová also demonstrates engaged and creative work with methods, particularly 

since she had to adjust her research to the Covid-19 situation, and had to switch most of her 

fieldwork to online platforms. She conducted a sufficient research (12 interviews, and 5 

online dance classes), through which she gathered particularly rich data for her analysis. In 

addition, her inductive elaboration of research question and its relation to methodology in the 

introduction chapter is also commendable.  

Next, the student structures the chapters along the following thematic units: discussion 

of dance and gender performance in CH1, gender and visual elements in CH2, and 

representations of gender on online platforms in CH3. In each of these chapters, Gizová then 

incorporates astute analytical observations, with a pronounced attention to detail. The student 

in this way offers detailed descriptions and multiple points of evidence regarding gender 

performance and gender representation in Czech dancesport. In chapter one, she shows 

multiple ways of how gender (i.e., normative forms of masculinity and femininity) is 

performed through dance movement (through posture, and hand, feet, and hip movement), 

and how normative hierarchical gender relations are embodied in dance relations between 

partners (in terms of leading and following dance roles). In chapters two and three, the student 

similarly examines multiple details related to clothing, make-up, and facial expression, as well 

as movement and posture, in offline and online visual representations of gender by members 

of Czech Latin dance community. Apart from these rich analytical observations of dance 

performance and visual representation, which help the student build up arguments about the 

main points of each chapter, Gizová also relies on appropriate incorporation of quotes and 

emic data in each chapter, through which she is able to offer thick descriptions of multiple and 

complex layers of gender- and non-gender related cultural meanings that the members of the 

Czech Latin dance community ascribe to the performative and visual aspects of their dance 

culture (e.g., sexual objectification, pragmatic concerns, various body, gender, and sexuality 

related anxieties and phobias, and concerns with sponsorship, social status, and dance 

aesthetics). Moreover, the student then also extends the analysis and interpretation to 



additional points that she makes in relation to dance and gender aspects of each chapter: 

elegance and class in chapters 1 and 2, alternative femininities and alternative masculinities in 

chapters 2 and 3, racial stereotyping in chapter 2, and effeminophobia in chapter 3. She also 

relates each of these analytical observations to additional theoretical remarks and in that way 

creates added academic value for her work. 

 Numerous strong points of Gizová’s work listed above represent a particularly 

valuable contribution in the form of a BA thesis to the discussions of gender performance and 

representation in Czech Republic, and therefore also contribute to my evaluation of this thesis 

as excellent. However, I also need to address some minor problems with this work, but which 

only minimally affect its general value. First, there are some minor problems occasionally 

with writing (grammar, clarity, style). Second, the student draws a couple of relatively strong 

conclusions in her work that rely in one or two cases only on minimal ethnographic data (for 

example, in relation to effeminophobia in chapter 3). While she is being careful in this regard, 

and states on page 65 that these kinds of anxieties with normative expressions of gender 

“might” be reflected in selection of photographs (thus adding a subjunctive mode to her 

statements), she then also adds some more confident and assertive conclusions in this regard 

on pages 66 and 69 (e.g., “males seem to refrain from posting this type of content as it is [not 

it “might be”] harder for them to find images of themselves that would correspond with the 

general ideas about hegemonic masculinity in broader culture”). However, I think these are 

only minor issues more related to writing than to the student’s main line of argumentation, as 

the Gizová herself is probably well-aware of the limitations of this work and that she would 

need to conduct more research in order to make more strong conclusions regarding these 

topics (I know this, because we discussed these issues during the process of writing). Third—

and this is more of a recommendation for further research, than the comment on the actual 

value of the thesis—the student could also add more observations to her work regarding the 

specifics of Czech culture (and Czech gender culture) as manifested in the culture of Czech 

Latin dancing (for example, if there are any specifically Czech cultural ways of dealing with 

gender performance and gender representation in the world of Czech Latin dancing).  

 In summary, due to the many advantages of this work (as listed above), and minimal 

number of its downsides, I claim that Gizová in her BA thesis demonstrates advanced skills of 

academic research and academic writing. I therefore recommend grade 1 (“excellent”) for this 

work. 


